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‘Nature never deals off

of the 

bottom of the deck’.

…but she holds all of the aces.



“Subtle is the Lord, but 

malicious He is not.” 

[“Raffeniert ist der Herrgott aber 

boshaft ist er nicht.”]

A. Einstein



…“for in contrast with 

much of humanity, Nature 

usually plays fair”…

“Experiments and Experiences”

R. V. Jones (p. 376)



Cavendish Played Fair



Measurement capability is the 

enabler of scientific progress

By extending the reach of our hands 

and quickening the response of our 

eyes, new measurement methods 

and instrumental capabilities have 

driven and implemented much of 

scientific progress.



How do ideas come about





I have always enjoyed

building things…





The Indiana University Period

Milo Sampson, Ken Ford…go to Princeton



Professor Richard J Eden OBE

Quantum field theory, nuclear physics, high energy physics, energy studies.



My answer to Milo Sampson’s question, 

“Why don’t you go to Princeton?”

was

Where’s that?



The Princeton Period 1955-1963





Shenstone’s Optic’s Text For Use Two Year’s Hence



Much was learned from Eric

Rogers who lived on Mercer Street 

right next to Einstein house.





“It is almost a miracle that 
modern teaching methods 
have not yet entirely 
strangled the holy curiosity 
of inquiry; for what this 
delicate little plant needs 
more than anything, beside 
stimulation, is freedom.”

A. Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist.

The Living Philosophers, Inc., Illinois (1949)



Science’s ‘rough’ edges

“The stumbling way in which even the ablest 
of scientists in every generation have had to 
fight through thickets of erroneous 
observations, misleading generalizations, 
inadequate formulations and unconscious 
prejudice is rarely appreciated by those who 
obtain their scientific knowledge from text 
books.”

James Bryant-Conant (1940), President of Harvard 
University; and also a very good chemist. 





Dicke gave the departmental talk to the new 
graduate students (of whom there were 15). 

“ No required courses and/or tests…until the 
‘General Exam’ which was usually taken in 
the Spring of one’s second year.  Plan on 
working hard; this is Princeton.”

New students included Paul Condon, Bob 
Fuller (later  president of Oberlin College),

Julio Fermi, and Steven Weinberg (who was 
drawing fighter planes shooting bullets at 
each other while Bob was speaking).

Many of us were the first generation in our 
family to go to college.



Dicke group’s Friday evening 
discussions—one by one at the 
black board telling what had been 
complished the past week, and also 
what was tried but, for some reason 
or other, didn’t work.

! 



Dicke during his sabbatical at  Harvard 

bought a (very good) von Heune tenor 

recorder…and played it with a small group of 

us who lingered when the Friday evening 

physics discussions were over and stayed on 

to play music together.   Bob also had a grand 

piano in the center of his front room at home 

on which he (bombastically) played classical 

piano pieces. He was quite a decent pianist!



Graduate student research with Dicke, pre-gravity





Research with Dicke in the gravity group (continued)

















Saturday Mornings in the Lab



‘Introduction to Quantum Mechanics’

Robert Henry Dicke and James P. Wittke 



Physicist’s Way  (You can always have more…)

and after an infinite  number of requests you end

up being given a total of 2 potatoes  (the solution to

the above sum)!

Mathematician’s Way (Algebra)

S (Sum) = 1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16  + … 

= 1 + 1/2 (1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16 + …)

S = 1 + 1/2 S, whose solution is S = 2.

One Saturday Morning with Bob Dicke

Sum the series, 1 + 1/2  + 1/4 + 1/8 +…



In a conversation one Saturday 

morning, Bob Dicke told me that the 

first person to come up with the idea of 

a lock-in amplifier (phase sensitive 

detector) was a physics professor from 

Bryn Mawr College in Philadelphia and 

who had published this idea in the

“American Journal of Physics.” 

(Shades of Cavendish!)



Why does the reflectivity of light 

from a flat dielectric or metal 

surface go to 100% as the 

incident light approaches  

grazing incidence?

(Without appealing to Maxwell’s  equations)



Dicke, one day, walking with me up the 
stairs (from the 1st to 2nd floor of Palmer 
Lab) said, “Jim, I wonder if you know how 
one gets into the National Academy of 
Sciences as I’d like to know this.”



APPEAR TO BE SERIOUS?

ONE THOUGHT  IN ANSWER TO THE PREVIOUS QUESTION

“It took me 20 years of studied self-restraint, 
aided by the natural decay of my faculties, 
to make myself dull enough to be accepted 
as a serious  person by the British public.”

George Bernard Shaw 



Are scientists human?

I believe they are…for they desperately 
want to be seen getting the ‘right’ answer.







Laboratory scene from the 1950’s (lab photo)





Remembered Colloquiums

• Wu (Columbia)…Parity Violation

• Weber (Maryland)…Gravity Waves

• R.V. Jones (Aberdeen)…Design of Apparatus

• Bohr (Copenhagen)…

• …

• Javan (MIT)…He-Ne Gas Laser









Precision Measurement

is a 

very thick board.





March 25, 1962





…









The late 1950s and the early 

1960’s was a great time to be 

a physicist!



1958



Post doc at JILA with Peter Bender



• While at JILA started Jim Hammond worked on laser 
based absolute gravimeter to measure little g to 5 
parts in 108 using a just then available commercial 
Lamb-dip stabilized laser.

• Told Peter and Jan Hall my idea for laser ranging to 
the moon. 

• Started Spencer Weart on eclipse experiment using 
the moon to get high (seeing-free) height resolution in 
the solar chromospheres.

• Taught Al Bartlett’s ‘physics for poets and pre-meds’ 
course while he was on sabbatical at Harvard using 
Eric Roger’s “Physics for the Enquiring Mind” as the 
text.  My first teaching attempt was a huge success 
and there were none of the predicted coke bottles 
rolling down the isles.

• Started working on the optimum-sized corner-cube 
array for placement on the Moon.



• And was told by JILA’s NBS Division Chief, 

Lewis Bransomb, that my research interests 

didn’t fit into JILA’s  idea of ‘laboratory 

astrophysics’ so I eventually would have to go.

• Left for Wesleyan three months later and took 

Ed Williams (a JILA graduate student) with me 

to work on a high precision test of Coulomb’s 

law and the photon rest mass experiment.

• Continued LLR as member of LURE team



Wesleyan Period



Don’t Kick The Shits

Bob Singleton

Chair, at that time, of  
Wesleyan University’s
Math Department



• With Ed Williams and Henry Hill carried out best 

at that time experimental test of Coulomb’s law.

• Eclipse experiment with Spencer Weart

• Bob Rinker was admitted by Wesleyan but 

applied to and was accepted CU when he 

learned I would be returning to JILA

• Completed design for Lunar retroreflector array.









Lick successfully ranged to the 

retro-reflector array on the 

Moon on August 1, 2019.



• Was called some three years after 

leaving JILA by Lewis Branscomb who 

told me he had made a mistake…and 

would I come back to JILA.

• In 1971 returned to JILA



Back to JILA

1971







SUPER SPRING

Though the Super Spring concept was 

initially developed to provide isolation for 

the reference arm corner cube in absolute 

gravimeters, it has since served as the 

basis for various isolation tables including 

the isolation tables used in the LIGO 

gravitational wave detection—though they 

forgot to reference our contribution!





Measurement Accuracy of Little g Versus TimeMeasurement Accuracy of Little g Versus TimeMeasurement Accuracy of Little g Versus Time



Universities and National Institutions 

are like game preserves.  They provide 

an environment where certain types of 

people can survive far better than they 

would survive in the “real world”. But, 

given this, the inhabitants of these 

preserves owe something in return to 

those who pay for the “fence.” 



Had diner with Bob and Hans Dehmelt

In Washington D.C. Fish Restaurant

At Washington AP

APS Meeting

I Lied to Dicke—Only Time

“Have you eaten yet?”
…

‘Oh no sir’



Two JILA-based Eötvös 

Experiments











η = 0.6 +/- 2 x 10-11

η = 0.6 +/- 4 x 10-11



Spoke at

‘s





Fine Hall Graffiti
(Men’s Room, Princeton Mathematics Department circa 1960)

2+2 = 5
…for large values of 2



Benedictory (Closing) Thoughts







It is oftentimes difficult to recognize the source of a problem!



“More things are known than 

are actually true.”

J. R. Pierce



Embellished Pastorale in F (Johann Sebastian Bach)



“A month or two in the

laboratory will save you

an hour in the library”

Experimental Physicist’s Motto



“I have little patience with scientists
who take a board of wood, look for
its thinnest part, and drill a lot of 

holes where drilling is easy.”

Albert Einstein



Gravitational Physics 

and

Precision Measurement

are both a 

very thick board.



Lunar Laser Ranging

This experiment made it possible, for 
the first time, the equivalence of free 
fall of gravitational energy with other 
types of energy/matter.  They all fall at 
the same rate!

Einstein would be pleased but I think not 
surprised.



And what role did the Lick observations 

play…?   They contributed the important 

and essential “existence theorem” that the 

array was working!  Additionally where it 

was precisely located on the moon, and 

also its range.



“I would have been disappointed had mere 
physical strength ever proved superior to 
skill and maneuverability”…in an other 
words ‘grace’.    

John Wooden 

On ‘how to do physics’… following UCLA’s 
defeat of Kentucky in the 1975 NCAA 
basketball final









Gullivarian Constraints on Today’s Einsteins (Cartoon by J. Faller)



If at all possible, choose 

to measure a frequency 

rather than an angle or a  

displacement.



More things are known 

than are actually true.

J. R. Pierce



Bob’s comment to me while we were 
walking down the basement hall in 
Swain Laboratory,

“Jim, I don’t think I can have 
any more students. I just can’t 
think of anything worthwhile 
that a graduate student can do 
in three years.”





And Finally Bob’s Benediction 

on Lunar Laser Ranging







weekly



Thanks for Listening


